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DOJ is a modern metal band from Bordeaux 
(Fr) founded in 2008.  
 
Their songs are the combination between 
powerful metal riffs and atmospheric me-
lodies and have been played nearly 500 000 
times on digital platforms. 
 
The band has toured all over europe 
already and now presents a new concept 
album ‘Suicycle’, a scifi world immersion 
inside wich humanity navigates tirelessly 
looking for the truth. 
 
With his original compositons and home-
made video clips, the band is promoting  
his hightly intense universe.

REMY BRUGÈRE 
vocals 

CÉDRIC CAMPAYS
guitar

PABLO GILLERON
guitar

ENZO CAMARRA
bass guitar

GUILLAUME BORDENAVE
drums
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More informations on :

http://www.dojband.com/
https://www.facebook.com/weareDOJ/
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DISCOGRAPHY
 
 
‘ Suicycle ’ , 22 of march, 2018

The concept of the album «Suicycle» is based on a science fiction 
story belonging to space opera genre and written by Remy Brugère.

The story takes place in 2414, on a post-apocalyptic Earth, 
transformed by successive conflicts. After nuclear war, also called 
«Nuclear Storm» the core of the planet became unstable, lifting 
entire islands into the sky in levitation. In this context, what is 
left of humanity seeks to reinvent itself, learning from the mistakes 
of the past. To survive in sustainable peace, the survivors called 
«the elders» managed to eradicate all forms of power or discrimi-
nation, to avoid creating new conflicts.

It follows the Odyssey of a captain and his crew on a ship named 
Airship 415J that sails from island to island sent by «the elders», 
looking for the new curse that is distroying this resurgent world. 
It’s only at the end of the journey that the crew discover that the 
monster they are hunting is actually men from the 21st century 
coming from the past to exploit the re-emerging resources of the 
Earth. The future crew manage to stop these men from exploiting 
the ressources, thus creating an economic and financial imba-
lance which leads humanity of the 21st century into a nuclear 

world war, redefining the future of this new generation.

This album is a critique of man and society today through the 
eyes of a futuristic population with naive, pure and respectful 

Buddhist orientated beliefs.

Album LP « Suicycle »  - Mar. 2018

Recording, mix and mastering 
Studio A / Van Espen records

1. Ancestors
2. Airship 415J feat Fanny Lehmann
3. Cathedral
4. Cannibal
5. Voyage
6. Solar Energy
7. Chilly Morning
8. Monster H
9. King Blood
10. Spleen feat Philippe Dewadre (Kadinja) 
11. Trax
12. Loop
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Suicycle (provisionnal cover)

Ancestors

Voyage

Cannibal

Cathedral

Singles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9l2WMFxA4aI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcE2eSPKsBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqqY0X6w2L4
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Album LP « Seeds »  - Feb. 2013

Album EP « Adventears »  -Dec. 2015

Album EP « Odyssea »  - Oct. 2017

1. Intro
2. Samsara feat Taylor Voeltz (Mureau)
3. Nothingness as beginning
4. Life games
5. Super heroes
6. As breath of life
7. Time for redemption
8. Vents solaires
9. Fuel of insanity feat Dana Willax (Kingdom Of Giants)
10. Warzone feat Eric Estrade (Black Knives)

Mix and mastering 
Sounds like Robots Fighting

Recording
Mirror Studio

Mix and mastering 
Alias Studio

Recording, mix and mastering 
Studio A / Van Espen records

1. Intro
2. Styx
3. Revolt
4. Duty
5. Parasite
6. Nuclear Storm

1. Ancestors
2. Voyage
3. Trax

ALREADY RELEASED

https://dojband.bandcamp.com/album/seeds
https://dojband.bandcamp.com/album/adventears
https://dojband.bandcamp.com/album/odyssea


VIDEO CLIPS DOJ CHANNEL
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Watch

Watch

Watch

Watch

Ancestors  -  Suicycle, 2017

Cannibal  -  Suicycle, 2017

Duty  -  Adventears, 2015

Styx  -  Adventears, 2015

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIjMxkziPJQsAvrpPxH5XiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9l2WMFxA4aI&list=PL2JPyed5Ze2T1hELPH8SxyJbpSL7wS45F
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqqY0X6w2L4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTkpYMC5r-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9N0b-Ho0rk
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PRESS

‘... if metalcore is a genre that bends your ear, 
this EP will be for you. If you are not quite 
sure, click play anyway. You will be pleasantly 
surprised.’

‘ L’émotion et la puissance  d’Adventears se 
transforment de manière subtile en une 
mélancolie qui progresse au fil des morceaux, 
pour atteindre son point culminant sur Trax.’ 

‘ De son ancien nom Dawn Of Justice, ce 
quintet issu de la scène bordelaise semble 
promettre de belles surprises’ 

‘...this record hits you like a freight train.’

‘ The biggest difference between DOJ and 
other bands in this genre is probably that 
their music does not sound too similar. 
It seems to be fresh and diverse, while others 
are not. ’

College Radio

Horns Up

Frenzy-Mag

Bucketlist Music Reviews

It djents

‘ Dawn of Justice’s Adventears is the record 
that blew me away. They hold true to the 
genre they’re within, while masterfully incor-
porating different feels and sounds. 
In a world where nothing is unique, they truly 
standout. ‘ Mess Matty

Read the full article

Read the full article

Read the full article

Read the full article

Read the full article

Read the full article

http://www.itdjents.com/reviews-2/explore-dawn-of-justice-adventears/
http://www.hornsup.fr/a-19895/chronique/doj-odyssea
https://www.collegeradio.org/new-music-faster-doj/
http://www.bucketlistmusicreviews.com/dawn-justice-adventears/
https://messmatty.wordpress.com/2015/12/17/dawn-of-justice-adventears-review/
https://frenzy-mag.com/2017/11/25/doj-band/
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FOLLOW US CONTACT

MERCHANDISNG

wearedoj@gmail.com

https://dojband.bandcamp.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/DOJofficial
https://www.instagram.com/wearedoj/
https://www.dojband.com
https://www.facebook.com/weareDOJ/
https://twitter.com/WeAreDOJ
https://www.dojband.com
https://www.dojband.com
http://doj.bigcartel.com
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